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Millions in the works for state hazmat cleanup

By WES WOLFE wwolfe@thebrunswicknews.com  Jan 23, 2019

The heads of the state Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Division

received their turns at the lectern Tuesday morning as the General Assembly’s Joint Appropriations

Committee kicked off its work for the 2019 session, and several million dollars are in the works for

statewide hazardous site cleanup.

“The requested amount is $5,633,594,” EPD Director Rick Dunn said. The money is part of the

amended Fiscal Year 2019 budget. “This funding really will address three buckets of work — the largest

bucket is funding we have for state contractors to work on the remediation of 10 prioritized

abandoned sites on the Hazardous Site Inventory. That’s our state Superfund program.

“The second piece that this will fund is operations and maintenance for engineering control costs for

two sites that are emerging out of the federal Superfund program. Sites on the NPL — the National

Priorities List for the federal Superfund program — cleanup is, state’s responsible for 10 percent, 90

percent of the cost is by the federal government, but the state is responsible for 100 percent of the

ongoing — once cleanup has occurred — for the ongoing operation and maintenance cost of those

engineering improvements or engineering controls to eliminate the hazardous waste. And so, a piece

of that includes our cost for that.”

A location that’s on the path to come out of the Superfund program is the Brunswick Wood Preserving

site. It went on the NPL in April 1997. In 2011, the EPA instituted a groundwater treatment system on

the western end of the site that used “in-situ chemical oxidation,” in essence, treating the

contaminated water where it was. The EPA reported it was successful in dissolving the vast majority of

the groundwater plume and ended in 2013.

But BWP isn’t coming out this year — the EPA is set to continue with responsibilities there through

2022. State Rep. Al Williams, D-Midway, asked Dunn about Glynn County’s Superfund issues. Dunn

replied that BWP is coming out of Superfund in the near future.
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“So, that’s one piece of progress, and the state will assume the cost of that remediation, the ongoing

cost of that remediation,” Dunn said. “For some of the other sites in Brunswick, I can’t give you when

we will be �nished. Obviously, these are very, very long-term projects, and they take a very, very long

time. I will say, EPA, under their former administrator and even under current (Acting) Administrator

(Andrew) Wheeler, one of their priorities is to speed up Superfund cleanups. But we’ll see how that

goes.”

Also of note locally, Dunn told the committee EPD is asking for the money for a drinking water

engineer for the coastal district, along with other personnel.

“It provides two funds for environmental compliance specialist positions,” Dunn said. “We plan to put

both of these positions in our district of�ces, we have seven district of�ces throughout the state. One

of these positions will be a drinking water engineer to be located in our coastal district of�ce in

Brunswick. Statewide, we permit about 2,300 public drinking water systems.

“About a third, or 800, of these drinking water systems are located within the coastal area of Georgia,

and there’s one engineer down there, just like our other district of�ces, and it’s very dif�cult for that

engineer to keep up with the permitting and the modi�cation of all those sites.”

DNR Commissioner Mark Williams had a much shorter time before the committee.

“I only have one enhancement, Mr. Chairman … that is an increase of $1,016,145 — that’s good news,”

Williams said. “It means our lifetime license sales were up, and that is the adjustment for that. Looking

forward to 2020, budget 2020 … there’s no budgetary adjustments aside from the increase in funds for

statewide merit-based pay adjustments.”

Williams then stated, “And, Mr. Chairman, that concludes my report, unless there are questions,” which

was received with a round of laughter in the committee room.
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